Cognitive behaviour analysis is considered of high importance with many innovative applications in a range of sectors including healthcare, education, robotics and entertainment. In healthcare, cognitive and emotional behaviour analysis helps to improve the quality of life of patients and their families. Amongst all the di↵erent approaches for cognitive behaviour analysis, significant work has been focused on emotion analysis through facial expressions using depth and EEG data. Our work introduces an emotion recognition approach using facial expressions based on depth data and landmarks. A novel dataset was created that triggers emotions from long or short term memories. This work uses novel features based on a non-linear dimensionality reduction, t-SNE, applied on facial landmarks and depth data. Its performance was evaluated in a comparative study, proving that our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art features.
Introduction
Cognitive behaviour analysis is considered of high importance with many innovative applications in a range of sectors including healthcare, education, robotics and entertainment. Particularly in healthcare, cognitive and emotional behaviour analysis helps to improve the quality of life of patients and their families. For instance, behavioural symptoms in patients with mild cognitive impairment can indicate an increased risk of progressing to dementia, while mild behavioural impairment in patients who usually have normal cognition indicates an increased risk of developing dementia. Based on these symptoms many research projects are focused on the detection of these cognitive handicaps that characterise di↵erent forms of dementia and possible Alzheimer disease. Moreover, it has been well established that changes in cognitive behaviour in many cases are closely related to anxiety and depression and that schizophrenic patients have neurocognitive deficits.
Amongst all the di↵erent approaches for cognitive behaviour analysis, significant attention has been drawn upon emotion analysis through facial expressions using RGB and depth data. Along the same lines, our work introduces an emotion recognition approach using facial expressions based on depth data and landmarks. A novel dataset was created that triggers emotions from long or short term memories. This work uses novel features based on a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique, i.e., t-SNE, which is applied on facial landmarks and depth data.
In literature, several approaches for automatic emotion recognition are focused on the variety of human interaction capabilities or biological data. For instance, the study of speech and other acoustic cues in [36] , body movements in [5] , electroencephalogram (EEG) in [17] , facial expressions or combinations of previous ones, such as speech and facial expressions in [21] or EEG and facial expressions in [30] . The study of facial expression has been part of various disciplines since Aristotelian era but it was only in 1978 when the first automatic recognition study appeared [27, 2] . Since then, several techniques have been proposed to interpret facial expressions. One of the most well known approaches is the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [8] . FACS describes facial expressions as action units (AU), where each AU corresponds to a facial configuration. Based on the computational methodology existing approaches can be classified as "spatial" or "spatio-temporal" and "appearance" or "shape based". The first approach di↵erentiates between methodologies that work with single images or groups of successive frames. The second approach groups methods that use the appearance features of the face, such as pixel intensity, and methods that use a description of the face shape.
On the other hand, several datasets are available for emotion recognition focusing on di↵erent applications. For example, DEAP dataset provides EEG and face recordings of participants while they watch musical videos just for the analysis of human a↵ective states [12] . SEMAINE database aims to provide voice and facial information to study the behaviour of subjects interacting with virtual avatars [18] . MAHNOB-HCI database was created for the study of emotions while humans are watching multimedia, supplying several data, such as audio, an RGB video and five monochrome videos of the face, EEG, ECG, respiration amplitude, skin temperature and eye-gaze data [31] . Finally, CASMEII dataset studies facial micro-expressions for security and medical applications, requiring cameras of higher frame rate and spatial resolution [38] . All of them face the same challenges, such as head-pose and illumination variations, occlusions, registration errors and identity bias. Most of these impairments/conditions are excluded in most of the available databases which makes these data and the corresponding approaches inappropriate in real environment conditions. The purpose of this work is to introduce human cognitive behaviour analysis based on face expression recognition. Our novel dataset contains recordings of the participants' reactions when specific images related and unrelated with their personal life stories are shown. The classification of di↵erent reactions related to the images displayed is performed using di↵erent data features included in our dataset, such as depth and EEG data, as input to supervised learning approaches. Thus our classification is based on the expected emotional behaviours according to the images displayed during the test. Furthermore, advanced techniques for dimensionality reduction are utilised providing a better representation of the input data, which corresponds to our feature vectors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 previous related works on behaviour and emotion recognition are summarized. Section 3 introduces and analyses the proposed novel methodology while in section 4 the details of the evaluation process and the obtained results are presented. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Previous Work
This section summarizes the state of the art approaches to facial and EEG based emotion recognition.
Facial Emotion Recognition Approaches
The most common approach to emotion recognition has been the utilization and processing of images and video sequences of faces. The majority of existing works are based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [8] that enables the description of basic human emotions, such as happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, anger or disgust, as a combination of basic facial configurations/expressions known as action units (AU). Another popular approach is the the use of the three dimensional Schlosberg Model [10] (i.e.,"pleasantness-unpleasantness", "attentionrejection" and "sleep-tension") which attempts to conceptualize human emotions by defining where they lie in two or three dimensions. Other approaches abandon the path of specific emotions recognition and focus on emotions' dimensions, measuring their valence, arousal or intensity [37, 21, 22, 32, 34] .
The facial emotion recognition methods can be classified into two main groups according to the approaches used during the recognition stages: (i) face registration and (ii) features selection [27, 2] .
Face registration: Three di↵erent approaches have been used for face registration: whole face, facial parts and facial points registration. These registration approaches are usually based on Active Appearance Models (AAM) [6, 1] , i.e., a method that matches facial images to a statistical facial model in order to extract specific face areas and facial landmarks. Whole face approaches extract the features from the whole face. For instance, Littlewort et al [16] extracted image based features of the whole face, such as Gavor Wavelets, in order to detect AUs for pain recognition. On the other hand, facial parts approaches use specific face areas, such as the eyebrows and the mouth, which contain the maximum amount of information related to face expressions. Nicolle et al [22] proposed a multimodal method for emotion recognition (valence, arousal, expectancy and power) using a combination of the whole face, facial parts, facial points and audio features. This approach gets patches of the face on regions of interest and uses the log-magnitude Fourier spectra and other measures as features. Finally, facial points based approaches use fiducial points for shape representation. Michel et al [19] used a tracker to get 22 fiducial points and calculate the distance of each point between a neutral and a peak frame. These distances are used as features in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm that classifies the emotions. Neutral and peak frames are automatically detected when the motion of the points is almost zero. Valstar et al used Particle Filtering Likelihoods [24] in order to extract 20 fiducial points, however, the initial positions of these points were selected manually. These points were normalised with respect to a neutral point (i.e., tip of the nose) and a scale transformation was also applied. The distances between certain points were used as features to recognise specific AUs using SVM.
Feature representation: Feature representation methods can be divided into spatial and spatio-temporal. Spatial approaches include shape representations, low-level histograms or Gabor representations amongst others. For instance, Huang et al [9] proposed a spatial shape representation using groups of three fiducial points (triangular features) as input to a neural network classifier. Sariyanidi et al presented in [28] a low-level histogram representation using local Zernike moments for emotion recognition based on kNN and SVM classifiers. On the other hand, spatio-temporal approaches extract the features from a range of frames within a temporal window, detecting more e ciently emotions that cannot be easily di↵erentiated in spatial approaches. Zhao et al [39] proposed a method that uses spatio-temporal local binary patterns as features and SVM for classifying facial expressions. Once the features are selected, dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA are usually used before classification in order to reduce illumination variation, registration errors and identity bias.
Unfortunately, the results in many of the aforementioned approaches are not always reliable since many of them are tested on posed datasets such as CK [11] and MMI [23] . Due to the limitations of these datasets, the obtained results are not directly applicable in real conditions that include illumination, head-pose variations and nature of expressions. Nevertheless, there are non-posed datasets to test naturalistic expressions such as SEMAINE [18] or MAHNOB-HCI [31] . In these cases the illumination and head-pose variation problems have been taken into account depending on the aim of the study.
Similar approaches are used for behaviour analysis based on the whole human body. The majority of them [26, 3, 4, 7, 15, 14, 13] for activity recognition focus on classifying the action as soon as possible using pre-segmented sequences and combine depth and skeleton data. These approaches achieve reasonable accuracy but manual pre-segmentation simplifies the task of detection which inflates accuracy and limits real-world applications.
EEG Emotion Recognition
Approaches EEG based techniques have been less popular compared to the use of facial or speech data as a source for emotion detection. Considering that these sources are easy to fake [17] amongst other problems, EEG provides an extra source that solves problems such as falseness, illumination or speech impaired subjects. On the other hand, EEG signal faces another set of challenges, such as noise and biological and non-biological artefacts [30, 20] , such as electrocardiogram (ECG), electromyogram (EMG) and electrooculogram (EOG). Nevertheless, these biological artefacts are also a↵ected by emotions and have been shown to provide extra information to EEG signals for emotion recognition [30] .
Two types of descriptors can be used for EEG signal analysis: (i) simple descriptors, such as frequency and amplitude, and (ii) more complex ones such as asymmetry metrics, time/frequency analysis, topographic mapping, coherence analysis or covariation measures. The use of these descriptors is usually dictated by the application/area of study. For example, asymmetry metrics are usually applied in cognitive neuroscience [20] . In particular, asymmetric hemispheric di↵erences were used for emotion recognition [29, 25] . Furthermore, state of the art techniques, such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA), have been used to remove some artefacts and extract di↵erent features (such as amplitude or spectral power), and use them in classifiers such as k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) or SVM. For instance, Vijayan et al [35] used DEAP data (data captured using 32 sensors) through a 50Hz filter to remove noise, then the Gamma band was extracted from the signal and auto-regressive modeling was used to obtain the features which were passed to an SVM classifier.
The combination of EEE and facial information has been also used to recognise and classify human emotions. In [30] , authors considered both types of data using the MAHNOB-HCI database [31] . Regression models were used in the whole set of data for emotion detection. As a result, better results have been obtained using the facial data while the good performance of the EEG results are due to the facial artefacts present in the EEG signal.
In this work a novel multimodal non-posed dataset is introduced. Due to the nature of our study, the environment where the RGB video is recorded is controlled avoiding illumination variations and occlusions. Moreover, the head-pose variations are minimal since the video sequences are recorded while the participants are looking at the screen in front of them. Using this novel multimodal dataset a method based on expected emotions is presented. These emotional behaviours are not defined as specific standard emotions, therefore our approach does not use FACS or any other emotion coding system. The facial modality presented uses geometric based spatio-temporal features. For the depth data and the landmarks, a new feature is introduced based on the t-Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) technique. These modalities are studied and compared with with state of the art methods.
Proposed methodology for spontaneous cognitive behaviours analysis
In this section we present the proposed method for recognition of spontaneous behaviours to specific visual stimulus. A novel multimodal database is introduced Fig. 1 . Data modalities contained in the database and the related classes analysed in our approach (see Table 1 and the proposed features utilized for the recognition of cognitive behaviour are described.
Spontaneous Emotion Multimodal Database (SEM-db).
SEM database is a novel non-posed dataset that can be utilized for recognition of emotional reactions to autobiographical and non-autobiographical visual stimulus data. The main novelty and contribution of SEM dataset is the use of personalized images for each participant. In fact, the dataset contains multimodal information of participants instinctive reactions when images related and unrelated with their personal life stories are shown. For each participant photos of themselves or their friends and relative from recent and distant past have been collected. In order to obtain a spontaneous and instinctive response, the participants did not know that those images were about to be used during the tests. Additionally, photos of famous persons and places, and photos of unknown to the participant persons and places were shown (see Fig. 1 ). In total nine participants, aged between 30 and 60 years old of di↵erent educational background, were involved in this cognitive test. Each participant was asked to observe 80 images. In details, we have 8 di↵erent classes of images corresponding to an expected spontaneous cognitive behaviour: images of faces of relatives and themselves in the distant past (10 images), images of faces of relatives and themselves in the recent past (10 images), images of group of relatives including themselves, in the distant past (10 images), images of group of relatives including themselves, in the recent past (10 images), images of famous people (10 images), images of unknown persons (10 images), images of famous places or objects (10 images), and images of unknown places or objects (10 images).
The di↵erent reactions related to the above images were captured in the SEM database using di↵erent modalities: High Definition (HD) RGB, depth and Infrared (IR) frames of the face, EEG signal and eye gaze data. In order to record the data, 4 di↵erent devices has been used: a 30 fps HD RGB camera, Kinect IR/Depth sensors, Tobii eye tracker and Emotive Headset (EEG sensors). The data have been recorded in a controlled environment, such as an o ce. The participants were provided with the instructions of the test before the start and they were asked to wear the EEG headset and to sit on a chair in front of the test screen, the RGB camera, the eye tracker and the Kinect sensors (see fig. 2 ). The test begins when the eyes tracker detects the eyes and the EEG sensors acquire good quality signal. A red image is displayed at the beginning of each test for synchronization purposes. 
Cognitive and emotional behaviour recognition using depth and
EEG data based on t-SNE manifolds. The proposed method aims to classify the spontaneous emotional behaviour of the participants undergoing cognitive tests. Our aim is to detect strong reactions due to the recognition of famous persons or places versus the indi↵erence reaction of the participants, while they are observing unknown subjects and objects. Also, we expect a strong reaction when images of distant past are displayed. A summary of the classes chosen for recognition and the corresponding expected reactions are shown in Table 1 .
In our approach features are extracted from two data modalities: 3D facial points from depth data acquired using Kinect and EEG signals. As shown in Fig. 3 , two feature descriptors were used in our classification problem based on the corresponding modalities. The fiducial facial points were obtained from a 30 frame rate IR video using the methods in [1, 19] , obtaining 68 facial fiducial points per frame. The third coordinate is obtained from the depth data since their correspondence with the IR frames is provided. In order to obtain rigid head motions invariant features, the coordinated of the fiducial facial points were normalized according to a neutral face points, which correspond to the nose. After preprocessing the data, the feature vectors were extracted.
We expect that at the beginning of each test, before showing the image, the subject is in a neutral pose. Therefore, we select as neutral face the one that correspond to the first frame and we compare each frame to it. The frame that results more distant from the neutral face is selected as the peak frame. The distance of these points to the nose point were measured in the peak frame and all of them are combined in a single feature vector.
Regarding the EEG signals, they were acquired from 14 sensors at 128Hz using an EEG Headset. These 14 channels represent the features that have been obtained from the EEG data. During the preprocessing stage median filter was applied to remove the noise and the mean was subtracted in each channel.
The binary classification is performed separately using the features extracted from the depth frames and the EEG data. Once the features vectors are structured properly, we apply t-Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) method in order to reduce the number of selected descriptors generating a manifold representation.
In more details, t-SNE [33] is a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique used to embed high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional space (e.g., two or three dimensions for human-intuitive visualization). Given a set of N high-dimensional faces of people under di↵erent illumination conditions (i.e. data-points) x 1 , ..., x N , t-SNE starts by converting the high-dimensional Euclidean distances between data-points (kx i x j k)into pairwise similarities given by symmetrized conditional probabilities. In particular, the similarity between data-points x i and x j is calculated from (1) as:
where p i|j is the conditional probability that x i will choose x j as its neighbour if neigbours were picked in proportion to their probability density under a Gaussian centred at x i with variance 2 i , given by (2):
In the low-dimensional space the Student-t distribution (with a single degree of freedom: f (x) = 1/(⇡(1 + x 2 ))) that has much heavier tails than a Gaussian (in order to allow dissimilar objects to be modelled far apart in the map) is used to convert distances into joint probabilities. Therefore, the joint probabilities q ij for the low-dimensional counterparts y i and y j of the high-dimensional points x i and x j are given by
The objective of the embedding is to match these two distributions (i.e., (1) and (2)), as well as possible. This can be achieved by minimizing a cost function which is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the original (p ij ) and the induced (q ij ) distributions over neighbours for each object
The minimization of the cost function is performed using a gradient decent method which have the following simple form:
The reduced feature vectors (manifolds) from the two data modalities represent the input to two supervised learning algorithms: SVM and GentleBoost. Features from eight participants have been used for training, and data from one participant have been used for testing, according to the leave one out approach. The final results are the average of all the iterations, since k-folding cross-validation has been applied. 
Results
This section shows and analyses the recognition results obtained using the facial and EEG features using SVM and gentleboost classifiers. The results are represented by the F1 score, which is a measure of accuracy that takes into account the precision and recall. Tables 2 and 3 show the F1 scores for all the modalities and both classifiers, SVM and gentleboost, respectively. Furthermore, the ROC curves of the proposed method based on facial and EEG features in comparison to the ones proposed by Soleymani is shown in figure 4 . The results of both individual modalities (EEG and facial) are coherent and adequate for the detection of emotions with overall F1 values above 70%. Comparing both data modalities, face depth data provide slightly better results than EEG for both classifiers. The classifiers have provided similar results, with SVM to result more accurate estimates in the case of face depth data. The proposed facial features also provide better F1 scores than the state of the art in most of the classifications. On the other hand, the EEG features are not so consistent and the best results are provided using gentleboost.
The classification of famous faces vs unknown faces, this is, the recognition of expected recognition vs neutral emotions, have been the recognised with lower accuracy in both cases of facial and EEG data. On the other hand, the classification of distant past faces vs recent past faces and distant past groups vs recent past groups, or the classification long vs short term memory reactions resulted higher recognition rates when facial features were utilised. 
Conclusions
In this work a novel database (SEM-db) has been introduced focused on natural reactions to specific autobiographical and non-autobiographical stimulus that intend to elicit di↵erent emotions. This database provides facial videos captured using depth sensors and EEG signals, amongst other information, that can be used for cognitive behaviour analysis. Using this database this work presents an approach for expected emotional behaviour recognition comparing state of the art and novel descriptors. Furthermore, advanced features were suggested based on t-SNE manifolds providing accurate representation of the depth information and the EEG data. Overall the face depth representation provides more accurate classification rates in comparison to the other descriptors and data modalities utilised in our comparative study.
